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Good book, easy reading, but not enough meat because examples are too simple. This is especially

true if you are a developer hoping to get tips and tricks to solve real problems. No JDBC coverage is

the biggest minus point. Cannot imagine any serious Web applications employing no database at

all. But, overall, 4 out of 5 stars.

I've read about a dozen servlet & JSP books, and I think this is the best one for readers with some

prior experience in servlets & JSP. It is also an excellent book for people who are new to servlets &

JSP, but I'll clarify that at the end of my review. The book is definitely worth 5 starts. The first star is

for Marty Hall's clear and direct writing style. The second star is for being one of the few books that

is currently up to date with the newest servlet & JSP specifications. The third star is for having very

practical and useful content such as solid coverage of web application deployment. The fourth star

is for being the first book that I've read that has detailed coverage of how to use SSL with servlets.

The fifth star is for having source code, sample chapters, and a slew of prequel chapters freely



available online. If you read and enjoyed Mr. Hall's "Core Servlets & JSP", this book is well worth

buying also. Be aware, the first 240 pages is an introduction which is essentially a reduced and

updated form of the "Core" book. But the other 450 pages is all new and extremely good content.

Even without the first 240 pages, the other 450 pages is worth the purchase price alone. If you are

brand new to Servlet & JSPs you may want to first buy "Core Servlets & JSPs" for a slower

introduction to these topics. But, make sure you come back and buy this book because you will

definitely want some of the updated and advanced topics such as "web applications." Alternatively,

you can go ahead and buy this book and read some of the prequel chapters that Mr. Hall has

online. I haven't been fortunate enough to attend one myself, but I've also heard wonderful things

about the onsite and public training servlet & JSP training classes that Mr. Hall offers. In short, it's a

great book. Enjoy!

This book is well organized and well written but lacks some useful important stuff. For example,

there is no discussion of JDBC and how to work with databases. Well, the author made a reference

to a chapter in his previous book Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, but it means you have to

buy 2 books. The thing is Core Servlets and JSP discussed obsolete technologies (Servlet 2.2,

instead of 2.3).I think rather than buying 2 books, you'd be better off looking somewhere else.

Happy with the author's Core Servlets book, I bought this book hoping that I could learn more.

However, I was disappointed and felt ripped-off. 50% of the content is the same as the first book. To

be fair to the author, there is some new material, such as JSTL. However, having 2 books with

almost identical content is really a waste. I think the cover should warn potential buyers of the

similarity with the Core book. Sorry Marty, last time I gave you five stars, now I think I am generous

enough to give you 1 star.

This book is for those readers that understand Java and are familiar with Servlets and JSP.It is a

sequel to the very successful Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages by Marty Hall. Its main focus is

to explain the Servlet specification 2.3 and JSP 1.2. This includes coverage of Filters, portable web

security and new tag library capabilities.The first chapter describes how to setup the popular

Servlet/JSP engines. The next two chapters cover an introduction to Servlets and JSP.Chapters 4

and 5 explain how to deploy and web.xml. This also includes your first main taste of filters in this

book.Later chapters explain web application security (configuration and programming based), filters

(examples include logging), application events framework (such as listening to changes made to



session attributes) and loads about the new JSP 1.2 tag library improvements.This book is totally

focused on Servlets and JSP, so don't expect anything on EJB, UML or J2EE design patterns. What

we really like about this book is that it is packed full of useful source code snippets and handy

configuration settings. Even if you don't use one of the servlet/JSP engines mentioned you will find

many useful topics. Another good book about Servlets and JSP, which should be on your bookshelf.

I have used Marty's "Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages" book in the past as a textbook for an

intro servlets/JSP course I teach. I am now upgrading my course curriculum to use this updated

version. In addition, I will also be using this as the foundation text for an advanced JSP/servlets

course!The book is one of the few JSP books that is current with the JSP 1.2 and Servlet 2.3

specifications, including several chapters devoted to new features introduced in these specification

levels. I also appreciate the chapters devoted to deployment and web application configuration

issues (Ch 4 & 5), as well as application security (Ch 7 & 8). These topics get ignored all too

often.Marty's writing style lends itself well to someone looking for a self-study guide, or to someone

simply seeking a reference book with solid examples. (If you want to check out his style before

purchasing, Marty has made his Core book available online...
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